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Types of Golf Clubs All golf clubs will share similar shaft and grips, but once it gets to the head, they will
differ in size, style, and weight Woods - More commonly known now as drivers, woods have the largest heads
out of your entire set. They are used to drive the ball from the tee and offer both power and distance. Irons These are the most varied and arguably most versatile clubs in your set. You can use them from the tee to just
before the green and they will provide different strengths and speeds following striking them. They can be
used for long-range shots, short-range shots, and shots that are somewhere in the middle. Hybrids - These
clubs combine the styles and features of both woods and irons. They have become more common in recent
years and many players have opted to replace their long irons 3 and 4 with hybrids to give them better
playability. Wedges - Wedges have traditionally come in two kinds: The sand wedge - aside from making us
hungry - is used to provide the necessary chop and loft to get out of bunkers, while a pitching wedge helps you
get onto the green without overhitting the ball. It is used to strike the ball into the hole or push the ball from
the edge of the green closer to the hole when chipping it using a pitching wedge or 9 iron would not be
beneficial. You can find either a blade putter or a mallet putter. The one you buy will depend on your skills.
Furthermore, the weight of the clubs could affect your game when actually playing. Price - A full set of brand
new golf clubs can be expensive, and are you really going to use all of them? Set - How many clubs will you
need? What kind of clubs? You should also think about your home course, as this will be the one you play on
the most. Are the holes long or short? This will all affect the types of clubs you buy. Size - This is very
important as golf clubs that fit all sizes do not exist. How much should I spend on a golf club set? It depends
on what type of golf club set you want to buy. These sets range in price. What is the best golf club for
beginners? Instead, you can purchase a driver, a putter and a couple of irons at the very least. These two clubs
help with your fairway play as well as approach and will save you swinging and missing with your driver, or
spending 10 strokes at least trying to get to the green using a 9 iron. For extra practice, you can use these clubs
at the driving range or pitch and putt courses where you can start to learn how to play golf. What are the best
golf club brands? Like any sport or activity or industry altogether, there are some golf brands that are better
than others. Should I buy new or used golf clubs? Of course you can buy used golf clubs. In fact, many people
do this to save money on buying a brand new set of clubs when their current set has run its course. However,
as with buying anything second-hand, you need to be aware of the risks associated with purchasing something
that has already been used before. This includes inspecting the club heads, shafts, grips for any aesthetic
blemishes, and even if you can practice with the clubs. When should you reshaft golf clubs? It the club shaft
breaks, then you should absolutely get it reshafted as soon as possible. How would you play your favorite
game after basketball, football, and baseball without it? It might not be obvious what is wrong, but something
will just feel wrong no matter how much you adjust your stance and swing. They say that a poor workman will
always blame his tools, but a stiff or weak feel from the club means that you should look into replacing your
club shaft as quickly as possible.
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Like its big brother, the piece set has all the clubs one needs to start playing golf with, but is slightly cut down
in terms of optionality. I think this is a significant downside to the set and the reason why I would recommend
going with the piece. Then again, you can always buy a sand wedge separately. It is lighter and feels better on
the shoulders CONS: The missing sand wedge is a big shortfall. When the original Ultra series came out I was
really impressed, so I was very keen to see what Wilson would come up with for the version. Like the version,
the upgrade includes all the same clubs i. They now have larger sweet spots to their predecessor and the irons
have a wider sole. I found them really easy to hit! Really great set for beginners and intermediate golfers alike
Super reasonable price, especially if you opt for the version which is now on sale Includes are the key clubs to
get started in golf Available in both right and left hand versions CONS: The forgiveness from this set is
seriously good, and out of all the brands I tested, I thought Precise provided the most convincing offer that
could be used by the widest range of handicaps â€” from beginner to intermediate. The set includes the
following clubs and features: All woods and hybrids come with head covers 4 in total. In terms of irons the set
runs from a 5 iron to pitching wedge, all with steel shafts, and a mallet putter with steel shaft. The set also
comes with a great stand bag. The only downside, like the Callaway piece is the missing sand wedge.
However at the great price that the Precise set is offered at you can easily pick up a sand wedge separately.
Great quality beginner clubs that will last well into your development as a golfer. They dramatically enhance
the swing speed and have big sweet spots. Missing sand wedge is a negative and I found the shoulder straps on
the bag a little uncomfortable. What to look for in beginner golf clubs? Most golf club sets have clubs that
include a range of woods, hybrids, irons, wedges and a putter. The best beginner golf clubs have larger club
faces, which makes it easy to hit the the ball and provides more forgiveness for mishits i. In terms of irons,
beginner sets should have a decent offset and a wide sole. This makes it easier to get under the ball and launch
it for a higher trajectory. Beginner sets also use shafts that are a little shorter in length as this makes it easier to
control the club. A shorter shaft length however, does mean less distance. But as a beginner, consistency is
more important. Below I have shared some useful information on what to look for in each type of club. Driver
The driver is the biggest and longest club in a golf set. The driver has a steep face, usually between 7.
Generally a driver has a long graphite shaft to reduce its weight and increase the club head speed. Head sizes
for drivers can vary but the largest is cc. As a beginner I recommend you get a driver with a loft between 10
and 11 degrees and a head size between and cc. A graphite shaft is also a must have! Fairway Woods Fairway
woods can range from a 3 wood to a 7, or even 9 wood. The loft for a 3W is generally between 12 and 17
degrees. Some sets also include a 5-wood with a loft between 18 and 23 degrees. Fairway woods can be hit off
the tee and as the name suggests, on the fairway too. Most of the fairway woods have large heads that are quite
similar to the driver, but they are shallower and boast a lower sweet spot, pointing towards the bottom of the
club. Graphite shafts are also desirable in your fairway woods. Irons In a standard golf club set, you will find
irons ranging from 1 to 9, but most sets have irons ranging from 3 to 9. A 3, 4 and 5 iron are typically quite
difficult to hit, especially if you are a beginner. This is because the sole of these clubs are narrower than the
higher irons, making it hard to get under the ball. The golf industry has solved this problem with the
introduction of hybrids, which replace lower number irons. Irons vary in loft from the lower irons in the late
teens to the higher irons which have loft as high as 50 degrees. Irons are designed to help you slice through
thick lies because of their narrow sole and higher lofts, compared to woods. Normally, irons are played off the
ground fairway or rough , however; in the case of par 3s, players can use a tee to make it easier to get under
the ball. The best irons for beginners have a large offset of the club face from the shaft. This means the club
face is set back off the shaft and helps starter players get under the ball. You should also look for a wide sole
and dispersed weighting system to increase the sweet spot. Hybrids Nowadays it is very common for golfers to
use hybrids to replace their lower irons irons. Usually hybrids are numbered 3 to 5. The hybrids are easier to
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hit when compared to the long irons as they have a much wider sole. This means that one can get under the
ball more easily with a hybrid. Hybrids combine the elements of woods and irons, making the club convenient
for you to hit cleanly. Hybrids have a shallower face that allows the player to get more distance. As a beginner
we recommend you get a golf set with at least one hybrid, if not two, to replace your long irons. Wedges
Wedges are very important clubs as they are used to finesse the ball close to the pin when one is near the
green. Today there are all types of wedges, ranging from standard pitching wedges and sand wedges, to gap
wedges and lob wedges. Wedges range in loft from 50 degrees up to 60 degrees. A wedge allows you to really
get under the ball and launch it high. This means you can stop the ball quicker on the green and as you get
better you will also be able to backspin the ball. As a beginner I recommend your golf club set to have a
pitching wedge and a sand wedge. The latter is used to get out of sand traps. Putter Putters are used on the
green. Most people are familiar with these clubs from playing Putt-Putt. Putters come in all types of shapes
and sizes, but the two most common are blades and mallet putters. Putters have a flat face that allows you to
strike the ball squarely to give it a straight roll. Its primary purpose it to make the ball roll along the ground
into the hole. As a beginner I recommend looking for a putter that has an alignment feature to help you line up
your putts. Mallets are also easier to learn on as there is generally more feel in these clubs. I hope the
information and recommendations above have helped you make an informed decision. Below I have set out a
few more considerations to take into account when choosing your beginner or intermediate level golf clubs.
Golf Club Head Size The head size of your golf clubs is important, particularly when choosing woods.
Generally the larger the head size the larger the sweet spot. Therefore clubs which are oversized are generally
very good for beginners as they are much more forgiving than small or mid head sized clubs. In practical
terms we recommend drivers with a head sized of to cc. Irons should have a larger face and a deeper cavity at
the back of the club. If you look at the head of irons used by top players you will notice four things: The face
of the club is relatively small with a tight sweet spot, as a starter golfer you want a larger face with a wider
sweet spot to cater for mishits. The cavity at the back of the club is usually very shallow, with some irons
being total blades see cast vs forged irons below , as a beginner you want a deeper cavity to disperse the
weight to the perimeter of the club. Better players use irons with very little offset of the club head from the
shaft, as a intermediate or beginner you want a good amount of offset to make it easier to launch the ball off
the ground. Forged Iron Golf Clubs It is worth considering the main differences between irons. You will find
that a cast iron golf clubs are unsurprisingly made from cast iron with most of the weight in the golf club
distributed around the perimeter. This gives these clubs a larger sweet spot making them easier to use and they
make for a really great starter golf club for the beginner or in fact any golfer who might have any sort of
problem with making full contact. A forged iron golf club on the other hand is more often the type of golf club
used by better golfers and professionals because of its design and the additional functionality it provides. The
center of gravity from a forged golf iron is at the front of the club. This makes it a little heavier with a tighter
sweet spot. Forged irons are incredibly rewarding for pure hitters of a golf ball, but are very unforgiving of
mishits. This makes them a poor choice for beginners. Steel Shafts In terms of golf shafts there are three main
considerations: If you fall into this range then standard shaft lengths will be just fine. If you are slightly shorter
or taller you can probably also get away with standard length clubs, but if you are significantly shorter or taller
then you may want to consider custom fitting. Of course, as a beginner you can probably start with standard
fitting clubs and then get custom fitted as you get better. The second consideration is staff flex. Most clubs are
fitted with standard or regular flex shafts, but if you have a very fast swing then you will want to opt for stiff
flex. On the other hand if your swing speed is slow then a flexy shaft is better. Finally, shafts come in two
main material â€” stainless steel and graphite.
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The first question that most beginners will ask themselves is what golf club to use and when and also what are
the best golf clubs for beginners. Although these are important things to know the first thing that you should
understand is the basics about the golf club. Once you know this everything else will be simple for you and
you will have no trouble choosing the right one for every shot. A golf club consists of three components that
are the Head, Grip, and Shaft. Each of these components has a vital role to play, and the club would not be
complete without any of the three. The grip is where you will hold it, and it has a soft material to ensure
maximum comfort, but its design also ensures that you can hold the club firmly. The club head, on the other
hand, is a critical component because it will affect the trajectory and accuracy. A shaft is the most
underappreciated part, but it is still essential because it also has a significant effect on playability. The
properties of the club shaft such as its torque and flex will affect playability, and so you can never overlook
this when shopping for a club. Once you figure out the main components of a golf club, the next important
thing that you will need to know is the number of clubs that you will need to play this excellent game. The
USGA allows golfers to have up to 14 clubs in their bag when playing at a professional level. And this simply
shows that the maximum number that you will ever need is fourteen. However, some golfer will prefer to vary
the number of the Irons and replace them with some Hybrids depending on how they like to play. It is
important to know that each type serves a specific purpose and although you can still use one club for various
purposes it will not be as effective as using the one that is for that particular purpose. Types Of Golf Clubs
And Their Uses There are five main types of clubs, and although different manufacturers may make their
Putter, for example, to look different from others, its purpose is still the same. And so as a beginner you will
only need to understand their differences and most importantly the use of each one of them. Drivers The driver
is one of the standard clubs that every golfer must have on his set regardless of whether he is a beginner or a
professional. Among all the clubs in a set, it is the one that hits the farthest distance, and it is also the first club
that you use when starting a round. A driver also has the longest shaft, the largest head, and the smallest loft.
In golf, a driver is the designated 1-wood, and its primary function is to hit the tee shots on par-5s and par-4s
when the ball is teed up. However, some pros and high skilled golfers will in some cases attempt to play it
from the fairway, but this is something that takes many years of practice and experience to achieve. And so
beginners should always stick to using it off a tee where it is most useful. Since the driver has the lowest
amount of loft and the longest shaft, it is the most difficult club for golfers to use. But given that it is one of
the most important in a set it is vital for an amateur or beginner to practice using it as much as possible as it is
critical for the game. If you are having trouble teeing off with the regular drivers, the best idea is to go for
something with a higher loft as it is easier to use. Fairway Woods Once you get the ball to the fairways, your
driver cannot help you take it further than that and so you need to change into something smaller. The fairway
wood is the club that you will need to make shots from the fairways. Its main differences from the driver are
that it has a smaller head and the shaft is also shorter. In overall, the fairway wood looks smaller than the
driver, and it does not stand out in your set like the latter. In addition to the small heads and short shafts, the
fairway woods also have metal heads just like the driver. But, in the past, this club would have a wooden
hickory or persimmon head, and this is where it gets its name. The fairway offers more accuracy than the
driver, but this is at the expense of distance because it offers less driving range. However, if you use it well,
you can still get both distance and accuracy. Also, you should also know that it is what you will use after
making the first shot with the driver. Most golfers will have a 3-wood that has a loft of between 15 and 18
degrees and also the 5-wood with a loft of between 20 and 22 degrees. Irons Irons are what you use when you
are less than yards from the green. There are different types of Irons available 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 , and they
make up most of your golf clubs. It is important to note that the closer you are to the green the higher the best
golf Iron that you should use. Some Irons such as 3 and 4 are harder to hit with than the others, and so
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beginners, ladies and most people with higher handicaps will often replace them with Woods that have a high
loft such as the 7 and 9 wood. Hybrids Hybrids are a more recent development in golf clubs because they
came into the market about ten years, ago but in the past few years, they have become very popular. A hybrid
consists of an iron length shaft and wood head design. What makes them perfect is that they give you the best
of a Wood Club and also the positives of an Iron. They offer a very impressive distance and most players
nowadays prefer to replace their 3 and 4 irons and also the 7 and 9 wood with the hybrid clubs. Wedges
Although you can define wedges in many ways, they are just special types of irons that will help you make a
particular shot. The first and probably the most important wedge is the Pitching Wedge PW , and it comes
with a loft of between 46 and 48 degrees. The loft increases by four degrees, and so they often come in 64, 60,
56, 52 and They are very useful to your game, and so most golfers will have a few of them. You will need
them when you are closer to the green, and so their design emphasizes more on shot shaping and shot control.
Putters Just as the name suggest a putter is a club whose primary purpose is to put the ball in the hole. The best
putters will only help you once you get the golf ball on the green and so on other things such as getting the
ball out of the sand traps you have to rely on the other clubs. A putter comes in various styles such as long,
bent, belly, short, heel-toe, mallet, center-hosel and many others. However, this is just because they do not
have the right and enough information. Golf is a complex game especially when it comes to clubs because you
will need to own more than a dozen of them. Finding them should not be a problem because there are
hundreds of manufacturers out there but you should aim to find the best. And for this to be possible, you
should always consider the following important things so as to buy the best golf clubs for beginners. One of
the first challenges that most golfers will always face is whether to but individual clubs or to purchase the
entire set. While both methods of acquiring the clubs might still work, there are some important things that
you need to know so as to make the decision easier for you. The first thing that you should understand is that
buying individual clubs can be more expensive than purchasing a complete set. And so as you are starting out
it might be a good idea to go for a full set so that you can save some cash. Also going for a set will save you
time as you will not have to shop around for the various clubs that you will need. But your main aim should
always be to find the best golf clubs for beginners. Buying a set might also not be a good idea in some
instances because when starting out you will not need all the clubs in a full set. A driver, a few irons and
fairway woods and a putter are probably all you need as a beginner. Buying the few clubs that you require
individually might be cheaper than a complete set, and this is more so if you go for second-hand ones. The
choice between individual clubs and a set is all about personal preferences and budget. Also, if you plan to
play the game for the long run buying a high-quality set might be better than purchasing a few second-hand
individual clubs. Type Of Clubs You Need in a Set A first-time golfer has many things that he or she needs to
understand when shopping for golf clubs. However, few of these things if at all any are more important than
knowing the types of best starter golf clubs that make a complete set. And the good thing is that this is very
easy because it is common knowledge that any full set should have Irons, Wedges, Fairway Woods, Hybrid,
and Putters. The USGA allows for a golfer to have a maximum of 14 clubs in their bag and most experts will
also recommend that you have between 12 and 14 when playing in a professional tournament. It is also
important to know that the number of each type of club in a set will vary from one player to the other as it
depends on their style of play but for most golfers the hybrids and irons make up the bulk of them. Your Golf
Goals You should decide your goals before you go shopping for the clubs. It is one of the most important
things that a beginner should do because it will have a significant effect on the type of golf club that he or she
should buy. For example, you should be clear with how often you intend to be playing golf and whether you
hope to become a pro someday and participate in tours or not. If your goals are to play golf a few times a year,
then you should not spend a lot of time, money and effort shopping for the clubs. However, if your plan is to
be playing at every opportunity that you get or want to become a pro then you can invest more resources in
your search for the perfect clubs. Shaft Options The shaft is the long rod that is between the grip and the club
head. Although most people tend to underappreciate it, a shaft is a critical part of the club, and you also have
to know what to look for to get a club with the right one. It is usually a piece of graphite or certain types of
metal, and its length will depend on the kind of golf club. The shaft comes in various flexes, and this affects its
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performance, and so you should know how to choose the right flex. Clubhead speed is what determines the
ideal flex for a swing. New or Used First-time golfers will always find themselves in a dilemma on whether to
buy new clubs or used ones. Both are readily available, and they also have advantages and disadvantages, and
so it becomes difficult for most beginners to choose. If you are not sure whether you will still be playing golf,
in the long run, you should go for used clubs. Used clubs are way cheaper than new ones, and you can get the
opportunity to bargain with the seller. And in case you damage one you can easily replace it in future without
feeling a pinch because they are cheap. New ones, on the other hand, may be high quality and very durable,
but you will also pay a lot more for them and the worst thing is to end up rarely using them. When you are
starting up it is advisable to start with used clubs and upgrade to new as you get used to the game. Club Fitting
Club fitting is something that most people tend to overlook, but it is an important thing that you should
consider when buying clubs. The standard size ones that you take off-the-shelf in a sports shop are ideal for a
man who is 5 foot 10, and so they will be perfect for you if you are around this height. However, if this is not
the case, then you will need to do club fitting to ensure that your clubs suit your body type. Club fitting is also
very simple as it only involves taking different body measurements such as height and the length of your arms
to determine the right size for your golf clubs. It will only take you less than one hour, and it will ensure that
you get to swing something that it comfortable for you. Budget Just like most other golfing gears, clubs are
very expensive and so you have to set your budget first before going out to buy them. What you are willing to
spend will depend on your dedication to the game. If you are intending to be playing regularly, you will do
best with high-quality ones that are also more expensive than the others. However, as a beginner, it is
advisable not to spend a lot of money on your first set so that in case you give up on the sport few months
down the line you will not have wasted a lot of money. All in all, you should only buy what is affordable to
you and try to stick to your set budget. Customer Reviews It is a grave mistake to but any clubs without first
finding out what other players who use them or have used them in the past have to say about them.
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Tee Height and 4 Ways to Set up There are many methods for tee height for a driver shot. The correct height
should be different from person to person. The proper tee height should be different depending on the type of
shots you prefer to hit. For a draw, you should tee it up higher. For a fade, you might want to lower it a bit.
There was a study done to find out the tee height that promotes most distance. The higher you tee it up, the
more distance you get. Most average golfers did the best with the bottom of the ball above the top part of
driver. This is really high. But they not only got most distance with this tee height but also hit it straighter with
it. So you might want to try real high tee height as well. Tee it up high and set your driver on the ground 2.
Tee it up high and hover the clubhead above the ground 3. Tee it up low and set your driver on the ground 4.
Tee it up low and hover the clubhead above the ground Most golfers think they should set the driver on the
ground at address. But there are some pros that hover the driver above the ground. When you hover the
clubhead, you can hover the clubhead a little off the ground or you can hold it right behind the teed up ball. I
will explain how to hover the clubhead above the ground later. By setting the driver on the ground, it makes it
easier to hit in on the upswing, set your body and club constantly at address, or let you hit it just above the
center of the clubface for higher launch angle. You can use any of the 4 methods above. The most important
thing is to hit it on the sweet spot. So pick one that will let you do that constantly. On the other hand, if they
need to put it on the fairway, they tend to lower the tee height. But like I said in the beginning, most average
players hit it straighter with higher tee height. By slowing down your swing speed, you will reduce the side
spin that you put on the ball and have better chance of hitting your shot on the fairway. I think this will give
you better result than lowering your tee height. When players lower their tee height, golfers tend to start
hitting down on the ball instead of sweeping it. This will cause all kinds of problems.
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How did you react? Did you get frustrated? Or did you accept it and calmly walk to your next shot? How you
react to events, good and bad, on the golf course influences your mindset and performance. Some players are
as cool as Fred Couples appears, others get as hot as Craig Stadler looks after missing a three-footer. The first
principle of self-control is that you must be in control of your thoughts and emotions before you can control
your performance. Why do some players lose control emotionally and turn a bogey into more bogeys? The
frustration makes a player get out of his or her normal rhythm, try harder, or be over aggressive with a game
plan. In this article, I present mental skills for controlling your emotions and helping you stay composed
before you let the wheels fall off. Stop Dwelling in the Past Negative emotions begin after you react
negatively to a bad shot or a bad score on a hole. You carry it to your next shot because you choose to dwell
on your mistake. This mindset is unhealthy for your self-confidence and enjoyment. Do you really want to
continue to beat yourself up? You make the choice to focus on that bad hole or refocus on what you need to do
to play your next shot. Make the right choice. Give Yourself Permission Does one mistake cause you to
unravel? Some players expect that anything less than a flawless round is a failure. If you expect too much of
yourself, you are setting yourself up for certain frustration and heartache. No one can be perfect. You must
learn to accept that you are human and humans make mistakes. Allow yourself the luxury of making mistakes
by giving yourself permission before the round. Even the best players in the world on top of their game make
mistakes. You must accept mistakes so you can stay calm and composed. The key is how you recover from a
bad shot, not what it cost you. Slow Down and Breath Anger causes you to walk faster between shots, rush
your shots, swing faster, and speed up your preshot routine. Part of staying composed includes calming down
physically. When upset, make an effort to slow down and take time walking between shots. Take your normal
preshot routine. Breath through your abdominal region. This helps reduce muscular tension and gives you a
positive focus. First, pay attention to what you say to yourself after a poor shot. You have to be your own best
coach and turn your self-defeating thoughts into words of encouragement.
Chapter 6 : The BEST Golf Clubs for Beginners (Updated for )
If you're just getting started or are a fair-weather golfer who's just tired of renting clubs, this set will do the trick. It has
everything you need for a successful round, including a titanium-enhanced driver, a 3-wood and 3-hybrid, six irons, a
pitching wedge, and a putter.

Chapter 7 : Golf Mindset: 4 Ways To Stay Composed
The typical experience of getting custom fit for golf clubs can take anywhere from hours, particularly if you don't come to
the fitting with a good idea of the clubs you'd like to purchase.

Chapter 8 : Choosing The Best Golf Clubs for Beginner - Reviews
Get Ready for the Course with High-Quality Golf Clubs. Equip your game the right way with industry-leading golf clubs
and club sets from DICK'S Sporting Goods.. Find golf equipment that matches your unique swing mechanics and
playing style.
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